Our goal was to observe quantum steps of conductance in a gold wire. We observed and measured the quantization of conduction in a thin gold wire before its breaking point. We report conductance values in agreement with the model.
I. INTRODUCTION
Conductance is a measurement of how easily electricity flows through a given material.
When the space that the electricity has to flow is reduced to the order of the deBroglie wavelength, quantum properties arise. Quantum conductance in gold wires is specifically important because it is a relatively easy way to show quantum behavior in an undergraduate lab [2] [3] . In addition, quantumn conduction is important because of its many applications in nanotechnology because the quantum properties that arise can be understood quantitatively and used for low temperature applications, such as quantum computing [8] [5] .Quantum conduction is also hepful in determing atomic structures and transit properties [7] [1].
Quantum conduction refers to the limit when the constriction radius of a conductive wire, gold in our case, w, stretches to the atomic scale such that w is much smaller than the length L of the conductive wire. With respect to the wire dimensions and conductance, there are three models that arise: the classical model, the ballistic model, and the quantum model (Fig. 1) . The classical case arises when the length of the wire L and the width of the bottle-neck are much larger than the mean free path l of traveling electrons. The ballistic case happens when L is smaller than l. The quantum case happens when the width w is on the order of the Fermi wavelength λ f . In our experiment, we will be dealing with the quantum model. Under this condition, conductance becomes quantized, and the system can't be described with a classical model. Decreasing the radius, w, of our wire means that we are decreasing the number of conduction channels through which electrons can flow. As mentioned before, these conduction channels will decrease in discrete steps because they are quantized. The goal of this experiment is to reduce the radius of our gold wire to the size of one gold atom, allowing only one conduction channel to be in our wire.
II. BACKGROUND THEORY
In the classical model, the conductance of the of the wire, G, is determined by the geometry of the wire
[2] where A is the cross-sectional area of the of the wire, L the length of the wire, and σ is the conductivity of the wire's material. As the radius of the golden wire becomes smaller, the
conductance is governed by the semi-classical model governed by the Sharvin Condctance
[2] where k F is the magnitude of the wave vector at Fermi energy, w is the width of the wire, the factor of 2 comes from the spin degeneracy, and is the energy. The currrent in our quantum wire can be expressed as
where v k is the Fermi velocity of electrons in a channel k.
[2] Using the above formula and
Ohm's Law, the conductance is
Thus, as the number of channels allowed increases, the conductance is given by Our sytem consists of a gold wire glued to a spring sheet by two drops of epoxy. In order to break the gold wire, we secured the spring steel so it bends. We also made a small incision on the goldwire till its radius was about half of its original radius. We then applied a force perpindicular to the center of the spring sheet in order to bend the spring sheet and thus break the wire. We used a USB 6216 DAQ to take measurements with our system. In order to measure the conductance, G, we connected two resistors in parallel with the gold wire, R Load and R 50 , where R Load = 11960.1 ± 0.1Ω (95% CI), and R 50 = 47.239 ± 0.001Ω (95% CI). We then connected the DAQ in parallel in two places, one across R 50 , and one across both R 50 and the gold wire sample (Fig 2) . We used this unique setup to assure that all the current goes through R 50 during the measurement. This happens because R 50 << R DAQ , where R DAQ ∼ GΩ. Because R 50 is conneted in series with the gold wire sample, we use
to tell us the current across the gold wire sample. We then use
and ∆V goldwire = ∆V goldwireandR 50 − ∆V R 50 (8) to measure G.
IV. DATA
We report values of conductance, G, of a gold wire. We report G 1 = (0.7567 ± 0.0458) × (Fig 3, 4) (Tab 1).
We find our G values using the average of the conductance values over a step (Fig 3) . We therefore confirm the model and show quantized conductance in a gold wire.
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FIG. 2. a)
We provide a pressure to the center of the spring sheet in order to bend it and thus extend the gold wire to the point of breaking (see Fig. 1 ). b) The gold sample is connected in series to a 1.5483 ± 0.0002 (95% CI) Volt battery, a 12K Ω rated resistor, and a 50Ω rated resistor.
The DAQ unit is connected in parallel twice: once across the R 50 and once across both the gold sample and R 50 . The resistance of the DAQ is given by R DAQ , and we assume R DAQ >> R 50 . We report R Load = 11960.1 ± 0.0001Ω (95% CI) and R 50 = 47.239 ± 0.001(95% CI). 
V. CONCLUSION
Overall, when a wire is constricted down to λ F , the Fermi wavelength of an electron, quantized steps of conductance become apparent. We model the conductance of a gold wire using the Sharvin Conductance formula, and report measurements that are in agreement with the model. Looking forward, quantized conductance can be seen in modern day exper- 
